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Along with the development of social informatization, computer has been widely used in daily teaching and the technical support
teaching management system, which can greatly improve the quality of students and teachers’ information sharing and teaching,
and is an important part of college information construction. Teachers’ personal information, teaching information query,
teaching �le management, students’ attendance, students’ results query, teachers’ evaluation, and so on constitute the music
teaching information management system. Based on the Internet of things technology and emotion recognition, this paper mainly
describes the design idea of the music teaching management system software, function design, and implementation scheme. �e
realization process of each subfunction module and hardware and software of the system is described in detail. In view of the
characteristics of music teaching management itself, combined with the actual situation of music teaching, to form the system
structure analysis, database design and data exchange, and other aspects of exploration, in order to establish a practical music
teaching management system.

1. Introduction

At present, with the penetration of the concept of all-round
education, the development of music education and teaching
management has entered a new stage. E�ective music ed-
ucation teaching management is the guarantee to improve
the quality of music teaching [1–3]. How to reform and
perfect the teaching management mode has always been an
research and exploration direction. �e credit system
teaching management mode music art college, to realize the
good interaction of teaching service, teaching management,
and teaching research, training the compound talents
needed by the society, has a very important role [4].
However, the traditional music teaching evaluation system is
easy to fall into local extremes and slow convergence speed
[5].�ere have been few studies to fuse and expand the zero-
crossing rate detection result to judge whether a piece of
speech is a valid musical speech [6]. In this regard, we should
constantly improve the system through in-depth research
and give full play to the role of music education and teaching
management mode. �is is an important topic for music

education in colleges and universities and also a new �eld of
teaching management theory research [7].

With the ongoing reform of education, music teaching
has become an important part of quality education. In
music teaching process, the need to mobilize students’
learning, abandon the boring and monotonous teaching
mode and teaching content and make the students learn in
a relaxed and pleasant environment music knowledge and
skill in music [8]. �e information assisted teaching of
music education belongs to one part of educational in-
formation. Current development can provide a compre-
hensive support for the teaching process, such as
registered in teaching, letting students pass the teaching
evaluation, etc., which has been widely used in the uni-
versity to teach computer-aided teaching software for
assisted instruction. In the middle school education
system, since the teacher computer level is not high, more
computer assisted instruction is required to help teachers
to reduce heavy work, improve teaching e�ciency, but in
fact, the computer-aided instruction system suitable for
middle school education is very short [9–11].
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%e development of mobile Internet technology has a
profound impact on people’s learning mode. Now, mobile
payment, WeChat, mobile phone QQ, and other applica-
tions have been closely related to life and work. %e music
teaching system based on Android makes full use of the
existing mobile Internet technology and network technology
to build the foundation set information management stu-
dent music work music practice management [12]. Online
classroommanagement information to informmanagement
in a body’s comprehensive teaching platform to provide
professional support for professional music teaching and
learning, for distance learners by a mobile phone network
provides a great convenience, mainly reflecting in teaching
and learning can provide recipients with learning contents,
learning process, and learning methods [13]. %is diversified
learning mode not only meets normal classroom learning
but also enables learners to complete exercises or tests
through the platform, so as to achieve better learning effects.
%e online teaching and learning platform based on the
Android platform makes the current hottest mobile Internet
better, reflecting the advantages of completing learning tasks
through mobile phones at anytime and anywhere [14].
Moreover, the portable platform can make full use of
learners’ scattered time to complete learning and practice,
ensuring the learning effect and systematic charging. In
addition, music teaching has strong professional charac-
teristics, such as the need to identify sound through notes,
etc., and the system makes full use of Android platform
media technology, providing a concise interface design to
complete the music professional teaching system [15, 16].

%esis design study of themusic teaching system that can
be used in the teaching of the music lets learners through
class often learn operation practice and implements com-
prehensive information notification function of the music
learning platform, makes learning in the music learning
environment, which has changed the past model that online
learning is just practice and increases the learning effect [17].
%is system can be applied to other professional learning
systems; the functional model of the teaching learning
system dynamic model can be applied and popularized, the
students’ learning mode practice mode can be adopted in the
same online learning system, improving the learning interest
of learners and increasing the learning effect. %e rich
classroom teaching content music classroom teaching as-
sistant system will effectively change the traditional music
classroom’s old teacher to teach students to listen to the
teaching mode music classroom teaching assistant system,
which can provide a variety of bathhouse teaching scenes,
such as playing the piano to make up music to appreciate
music; it can also provide classroom tests, such as rhythm
training. At present, the proportion of students who can
effectively use computers and the Internet to study is quite
high [20].

As shown in Figure 1, the frequency response of the filter
in IoT is given, which may affect the emotion recognition. Its
essence is a school education computer tool used in the
school education management system as a whole and helps
teachers to carry out information planning for teaching
resources, which can reduce the workload of teachers and

improve the quality of teaching effectively. Of course, music
teaching information management is not only the appli-
cation of computer but also gives full play to the potential of
teachers and students’ quality education intelligence, with
reference to its management system, in-depth mining, and
development. With the specific characteristics of music
teaching to design, it will eventually form a virtual music
teaching information management system co-existing with
the development of school teaching management and mu-
tual use. In fact, in the past, many schools have developed
related auxiliary systems, but in the music assisted teaching,
because of its large workload, different situations are
complex and cannot form a more standardized and general
management system. %us, it is urgent to realize the sci-
entific system and distribution of information management.

%e main features include the following: expanding the
beneficiary groups. When the information of music teaching
resources spreads rapidly on the network, students can
obtain music teaching resources, so learning will not be
affected by region and time. In this context, more and more
students will enjoy the convenience brought by teaching
information. Promoting students’ autonomous learning.
With the help of music teaching assistant system, students
can choose the learning time, place, and content according
to their own situation. Autonomous learning ability will be
quickly improved, learning efficiency can also be greatly
improved. %is paper introduces the research background
and status of the university music education teaching
management system and analyzes the deficiencies of the
university music education teaching management research
status. In the overall demand analysis of the system, the use
case analysis of the module is carried out through the overall
business overview, and the use case description. In addition,
the college music education’s nonfunctional requirements
were analyzed, and the teaching management system in
colleges and universities music education teaching man-
agement system, based on the analysis of the overall demand
for architecture choice, puts forward the target system ar-
chitecture technology architecture, the system architecture
design, architecture framework on a detailed module design
and database design. %rough the relationship between core
business classes and core business objects, each module is
described and analyzed in the form of a sequence diagram to
complete the realization process of college music education
and the teaching management system. %e key technologies
and common methods used in the realization are described,
and the key modules involved in the system are also dis-
played. In addition, the university music education teaching
management system is systematically tested through test
cases.

%emain contributions of this paper can be concluded as
follows:

(1) %e main problems of the current music teaching
management system are as follows: poor teaching
effect, easy to appear in the management of loop-
holes, and subjective interference.

(2) %is paper designs an English teaching management
system based on the Internet of %ings technology
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and emotion recognition, which not only has good
operability but can also carry out teaching man-
agement automatically.

(3) Based on the above framework, we also combined
with the teaching situation of time to optimize the
proposed method, in order to obtain better man-
agement e�ects.

2. Related Work

After 1990, Internet technology and multimedia technology
received rapid development, teaching resources, and com-
munication for education, etc., due to the support of the
Internet, produced earth-shaking changes, and is no longer
the traditional intelligent teaching system (ITS); now, stu-
dents can choose their favorite teachers, what they want to
learn the course, anytime and anywhere according to their
own time, their own characteristics, according to their fa-
vorite way of learning, through the Internet in the world’s
educational resources. Compared with the domestic re-
search on the intelligent education system, there are more
foreign studies in the 1980s.�e research of ITS is in�uenced
by the development of cognitive theory and teaching theory,
which is re�ected in that the intelligent teaching system
GUIDON (combined with MYCIN), which developed an
important milestone in the development of ITS. For the
understanding of the intelligent teaching system, di�erent
scholars have di�erent understandings. �e purpose of the
research teaching system is to realize the intelligentization of
human cognitive teaching and learning by means of com-
puter and network technology, which can improve the ef-
�ciency of students’ learning and reduce the workload of
teachers. In the United States and Europe, English teaching
management systems are also gaining attention.

�e education information resources can be shared in a
short time, which can greatly improve the e�ciency of
teaching and learning. �e high-speed development of the
Internet provides convenience for this. �e network
teaching management information system is an important
part of education informatization and also the foundation of
education informatization. �e principle is very simple: it is

to combine the intelligent arti�cial technology of computer
with the management method and information organization
in hypermedia to create an intelligent information pro-
cessing technology. In this teaching method, the explanation
can be brought to students through hypermedia, including
text rich multimedia content including sound and images.
Moreover, this module can control (adaptability) the use of
reasoning technology to show the teaching strategy and
teaching content, through this way for students to guide the
target. At present, the development this new teaching system
has become the core frontier content of scienti�c research in
the applied �eld of computer network teaching. By contrast,
how far has China’s English teaching management system
developed?

In recent years, China has been continuously promoting
educational reform, involving �elds including educational
informatization (universities), multimedia teaching (pri-
mary and secondary schools), and quality education.
According to the relevant investigation of the education
department, as of 2005, developed eastern region of the
multimedia teaching has been very popular, many schools
have already completed the closed-circuit television (CCTV)
and the construction of campus network. According to
statistics, every school an average of two networks in the
classroom. Two phonetic teaching rooms and three multi-
media classrooms of primary and secondary schools are on
the campus network and CCTV integration and imple-
mentation.�emultimedia network technology is applied in
the teaching process to realize the uni�ed management and
optimization of education, teaching and teaching resources,
so that the teaching e�ect is more obvious. At the same time,
in view of the part of the teachers are not good at using
multimedia teaching, many middle and primary schools are
opened for education workers’ training After a period of
training, many teachers now have mastered operating the
computer or are capable of using a computer to make
the multimedia teaching tools to write. Nearly, half of the
teachers can use computers to make teaching web pages
and courseware, and gradually in the teaching process to
use higher teacher strength of part of the school also for
part of the curriculum, completed the development of
teaching assistance platform, for the teacher’s work has
high value.

Some education and training institutions set up charge
for the online learning system, by buying learning resources,
the payment method to complete the pay resources can be
unlimited learning, the learning mode to a certain extent,
becomes a useful supplement school garden education, let
more did not have a chance to go to school for learners to
obtain professional knowledge, accepted the professional
training. �ese online learning systems are generally based
on courseware playback, emphasis on knowledge acquisi-
tion, but lack of corresponding exercises. General learners
can complete learning tasks by registering online accounts
and ordering learning resources online. �e characteristics
of music professional listening for training. �ose who learn
the basics of music for the general public; their appearance
e�ectively solved the di�cult to traditional music teaching to
solve the problem. Send some music teaching software are
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Figure 1: Enhanced �lter frequency response.
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different, each have short, applicable to surface also each are
not identical. In the process of music teaching, we should
choose appropriate music teaching software to assist the
teaching according to the actual situation. To make full use
of these software, we should first understand the charac-
teristics of this software.

As China strives to become a big manufacturing country,
the manufacturing industry needs more andmore high-quality
skilled talents. %e report, the party’s 18 to speed up the de-
velopment of modern vocational education, strengthen pro-
fessional skill training, raise the labor employment
entrepreneurship ability of higher vocational education in the
development of industrial structure adjustment of economic
and social transformation not replaceable important role,
vigorously develop China’s higher vocational education is
imminent, the trend of the system enterprises needs to be of
more highly qualified graduates in higher vocational colleges,
and how to embody high quality, many higher vocational
colleges to music education in the first place; our hospital is not
exceptional also, music education has affected more and more
students, so the difficulty of music teaching management is
getting bigger and bigger. How to reduce the difficulty of music
education management? First of all, we can use the advantages
of computer and Internet to design a set of music education
management software which can be efficient and reflect the
high quality of higher vocational education.

After entering the 21st century, with the desktop computer
office automation, the investment in quality-oriented educa-
tion in university education funds gradually increased; each
university developed and purchased the corresponding com-
bined with the actual coursemanagement system online course
design and teaching data management system, but in some
aspects to be improved, the performance is as follows: %e
library has purchased a large number of literature resources
and teaching materials. For class again most of no use, the
learning school and no professional quality information data,
such as teaching plans and question bank, let the teachers teach
free search and compiling system, no unified standard service
teaching, not timely organization of teacher professional de-
velopment based on the relevant teaching of the college in-
formation repository (2) the music teaching management
software is rarely at home, a lot of a lot of management
software, and with the music teaching management software is
very few, even some famous music professional schools are few
music teaching informationmanagement software (3) teaching
resource update teaching includes not only the use of teachers
resources not in time but also use of resources, including
students and teaching. No doubt these resources are very
valuable. If online courses can be designed, interactive online
course education can save some rare materials in the class.

3. Optimization of the Music Teaching
Management System by IoT and
Emotion Recognition

3.1. Flowchart of the Optimization Method. %rough three-
step coding, this paper clarifies the psychological factors,
social demands, internal operation, external environment,

sociology, demographic variables of the performance of
music teaching management system, and combs out the
relationship structure between the main categories. Based on
this combined with Internet technology and emotion rec-
ognition method, a large-scale music teaching management
system is constructed. %e whole system of the method is
given in Figure 2.

According to the model of music teaching management
system, this paper proposes the following four types of
hypothesis to carry out research: (1) the influence of indi-
vidual students’ classroom behavior on the teaching system;
(2) hypotheses about the correlation between situational
factors and academic classroom behavior; (3) the moder-
ating effect hypothesis of dual-channel mental accounts; and
(4) hypothesis of the influence of student number changes
on the teaching system.

3.2. Internet of )ings System. In this paper, frequency do-
main technology is used to optimize the teaching man-
agement system. Before subsequent processing, the original
signal is filtered according to the following formula:

H(z) � 2 − αz
−1

,

E
N
G � yz(s − b) +(1 − y)z(−b − k) +(1 − y)(1 − z)(−b).

(1)

So, the function expression for the case is as follows:

w(n) �
0, 0< n<N − 1,

1, n≥ 1 or n≥N + 1.
 (2)

%en, the other is the function equation based on the
following cosine window:

w(n) �

(1 + α) + α sin
2πn

N




, 0≤ n≤N,

1, n � else.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(3)

%e specific function expression of the cosine window is
shown below:

w(n) � 0.5 (1 + α) + α sin
2πn

N




 RN(n). (4)

%e expected revenue of sports venues choosing not to
reduce or exempt tickets or not to issue sports consumption
vouchers is as follows:

E
N
S � xz(b − p) +(1 − x)zb +(1 − x)(1 − z)b. (5)

%en, the rough estimation of spectral feature correla-
tion can be further obtained as follows:

E(S) � yE
Y
S +(1 − y)E

N
S . (6)

which can be transferred into the following:

Zn � 
+∞

m�0
|sgn[x(m)] + sgn[x(m) − 1]|w(n + m). (7)
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�en, the average energy of the sign at a certain moment
is as follows:

En � ∑
+∞

m�0
|x(m) · w(n +m)|2w(n +m). (8)

�en, the update gate can be expressed as follows:

zt � σ Wzxt + U
zht−1( ), (9)

After that, the reset gate rt is given as shown below:

rt � σ Wrxt−1 + U
rht+1( ),

C(n) � ∑
N−1

m�0

S(m)cos(π nm + 0.5πn)
2

.
(10)

4. Experimental Results and Analysis

4.1. Introduction to Experimental Data Set. �rough system
analysis and system outline design, the function of the
system has a detailed understanding, a system is supported
by the database, so it is necessary to complete the design of
the system database, in this part by the system database
conceptual model and physical structure design to describe
the design of the system database.

As we know, database design includes three major parts:
(1) to use the database conceptual model diagram to describe
the conceptual design and logical design of the system, (2) to
describe the core table structure of the physical design of the
database table design is a part of the database physical
design, and (3) through the description of the data table
structure to achieve the physical design of the database select
part of the table in this part, to describe its physical structure.
In conclusion, the characteristics of the data set selected in

this paper are consistent with the method proposed in this
paper, so it can be the validation platform of the method.

4.2. Experimental Results Analysis. As shown in Figure 3
whenmusic teachers think a teaching repertoire has a special
signi�cance, or to a repertoire of teaching methods of
teaching, Have their own unique indirectly when can share
to the colleagues around, let the other music teachers discuss
the piece has a variety of teachingmethods to share way, one is
through sharing tools to share to the speci�ed teacher, accept
share the teaching material teachers can see what is shared; It
is shared to the group designated by themusic teacher, and the
teachers in the group can see the shared material; �ird, share
to friends and make them see the shared content.

In the class design, resources is an entity class, which
is used for the maintenance of music jobs. Resources
ID is a resource number, �le is a resource �le object,
and Resources File is a resource �le class, which is used to
realize the upload check of resource �le display and
delete operations, which are implemented by control-
ling classes show �le and upload. �e following de-
scribes the process of uploading a resource �le as an
example. Figure 4 shows the sequence of uploading a
resource �le.

In Figure 4, the user �rst invokes the resource to check
the details of the music through the user interface, then
uploads the �le through the resource, and checks the �le
through the method of the resource �le (mainly to check
whether the �le format is supported). After the check passes,
upload the resource �le to the upload class. Music practice is
done through mobile phones. �e practice questions re�ect
the practice e�ect through the sound of mobile phone,
including accompaniment practice, test questions practice
and masterpieces practice. �erefore, the management
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Figure 2: Architecture of Internet of �ings and music teaching assistant platform.
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module of students’ scores is designed, and it has the
function of importing scores of di�erent classes.

Figure 5 gives the F-measure rate of systematic reviews.
�e website is mainly composed of resource center problem
consultation forum teaching assistance and background
management, and the speci�c functions are as follows:
Resource center: teachers can upload, download, and delete
resources. Students can choose teachers to consult for online

consulting management. Teachers can answer questions
based on the data. Users’ personal home page: the user
interface is designed to teach music teachers according to
their own needs to set their own personal database, save the
teacher in class requires some teaching materials (audio sta�
chords lesson plans) with now is to �nd time. According to
most music teachers’ teaching habits, the teacher user’s
personal homepage as common repertoire and course

LoginValidate MusicAction MusicService MusicDao

1 : validate params ()
2 : visit the data of user ()

3 : correct params ()

8 : transaction management ()

7 : operate database()

4 : validate successfully

6 : parse params ()

9 : return the outcome,show in PHP

11 : parse params ()

12 : authority of down ()
13 : select from database ()

10 : down music ()

5 : add music ()

Figure 3: Sequence diagram of teaching track management module.

ResourcesUsers

showResources()

Return ResourceInfo

uploadFile ()

Return file

uploadFile ()

uploadFile ()

Return file

checkFile ()

Return file

ResourcesFile Upload

Figure 4: Resource �le uploading sequence diagram.
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materials. �e index under this classi�cation and the
teaching materials under the index can be compiled before
the start of classes in each semester. Because the content of
music textbooks is �ne-tuned each year, the content of
course materials does not change much.

Figure 6 shown the relationship between series value and
the number of experiments. It can be seen from the �gure that
di�erent series of music types have di�erent responses to time
and do not show the regularity of their characteristics.

Along with the computer application development
process continuously improve, for detecting program

correctness full colorful safe sex software testing methods,
such as more and more rich, more and more systems. �us,
the developers can choose the application of sequence of
di�erent application testing methods of the digital music
classroom teaching assistant system according to the ap-
plication scope of music. Compared with other aspects,
classroom teaching pays more attention to the accuracy of
each function of the system. �e test method adopts is
mainly black box test, which is also called function test. It
detects whether each function can be used normally through
testing. As can be seen from Figure 7, the corresponding
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time and recognition time of di�erent kinds of music are
quite di�erent.

In addition, the recognition time and �le recording time
of test and actual are given in Figure 8 where the red line
represents the test and the black line represents the true
value; it can be seen that di�erent music have di�erent
impacts on the optimization of music teaching management
system, and the di�erence is also large.

5. Conclusions

Music teaching process, through the teacher’s summary is
helpful for teachers to timely summarize the problems
encountered in the teaching process, adjust teaching
methods and teaching methods, improve teaching quality,
and increase feedback. Auxiliary teaching in the form of

multimedia can stimulate students’ interest and improve
their memory and understanding.

In the process of learning, students can search for key
words in the fastest way to a satisfactory solution to a speci�c
part of the research and testing, students can search or
through the form of direct courseware data retrieval
learning. At the same time, when students lack of learning
purpose, they can timely consult the music teacher, who will
guide students to learn. �is thesis mainly focuses on the
design and development of teaching assistance system. �e
design and optimization of music teaching management
system based on Iot and emotion recognition is proposed,
which is bene�cial to software development and develop-
ment schedule control and quality control.
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